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News
Letter
Thanks to all of our clients and staff, Covalense is celebrating our 9th year anniversary on 12 June 2015.

9 ye a r s o f e n d u r i n g
success and growth!
As many of you know, over the years
we are fortunate to build many great
professional relationships and countless memorable experiences. We
want to thank some of our esteemed
clients for the wonderful relationships we have established over the
past 9 years. They have contributed
heavily to our success. Today we are
a recognised brand, and a reputed
and dependable partner to many
clients across different geographies.
We continue to invest heavily in our
people and technology to ensure we
continue to provide the best services
and solutions. Senior and highly experienced professionals with proven
track record have been added to the
business development across New

Zealand, Australia and India. This
initiative has already started giving
dividends.
Looking forward, we are examining
each of our core service portfolios to
see where they can be strengthened
to enable us to exceed our performance in coming years. Your active
engagement with us and continuing
contributions will be essential for us
to succeed.
Thank you all for your contributions
and commitment over the years, we
are excited about the future of Covalense's ability to help our clients succeed.

Narayana Peesapati
Managing Director

FUTURE MARKET TRENDS
In future, Global Markets will witness exponential changes. Emerging market places, digitisation, social networks, collaborative consumption, value chains and various scientific advances are redefining the markets. Future market imperatives include being smart socially;
information security; anywhere, anytime shopping; integrated online and offline value propositions; digital retailers; rising consumer influence; mobile payments; personalised services;
on-line communities of choice; mass customisations; next-gen flexible workers; global
knowledge networks etc. These factors will define the new face of Market Globalization.

new partnerships
and marquee customer
engagements…
Covalense is ethically bound and value based organisation
which is not run individually. It has grown to a system that
will continue to grow with the effort of 300+ like-minded
people…

Sreenivas Peesapati
President

Our first half of 2015 has started on a high note and we are
fortunate to get engaged in a
major transformation project
implementing enterprise billing
services for Intuit, an US based
NASDAQ listed software
company involved in financial
software.
In the same breadth we are engaged in major transformation
and migration projects with
Rackspace, a managed cloud
computing company in Texas,
USA, implementing enterprise
billing services.

Investing in
Sales
Experience vs.
Localisation

We have some important sales
announcements this quarter. Our
sales teams in India, Australia
and New Zealand are enhanced.
Krish Krishnamurti joined us as
our new Sales Director in New
Zealand. His experience ranges
from enterprise architecture,
consulting, business development and managing key partners
and client relationships in leadership roles across industry leaders
such as AT&T, EDS, IBM, Gen-I
and Infosys. Krish is focussing
Telco and other Tier 1 clients in
New Zealand.

Covalense has also initiated
a preferred partnership
engagement with Oracle to
expand our Siebel practice
across multiple geographies. Our teams have already started making
waves in implementations
spanning South Africa, Sri
Lanka and other countries.
Our progress on Niche solutions like cBOB, cTAF and
cHarmony have been
demonstrated successfully.
The scope of cBOB product
has been further extended

Our client visits to Malaysia, Singapore and Bahrain have brought
us pipeline of projects in coming
quarters. Our near future sales
focus is more in NAM region as
we have approved work and business visas for USA. Likewise we
have blanket approval for work
visas across ANZ region and we
have expanded our business development capabilities in right
earnest.

with BI functionality and
we also entered the
Telematics domain implementing the billing services
and solutions successfully
while moving to the phase
2 of the implementation
soon.
We are also working on
niche SI proposals with several clients for end-to-end
implementation. Covalense
has initiated cloud based
billing services implementations and we will expanding
more in coming quarters.

Covalense is set for a long
marathon, testimony of that is
our 9 years long journey and
host of many satisfied customers. This will enables us to
grow further in the coming
years. Let’s all stay focused in
achieving our goals.

aggressive sales and
business development…..
In Australia, we have successfully entered into
Queensland where we are
now working with client associated with Healthcare,
Automobile and SupplyChain
industries.
We have also working with a
Sydney based utilities and
public housing maintenance
client in BI space. Our near
future plans are to develop a
10 member consulting practice in Australia.
Our engagement with 9
Spokes has moved to next
level. CIO 9 Spokes with their
Technical BA visited Hyderabad from 09-13 March 15
later awarded the phase 2
development of the cloud
framework. A 20 member
team is involved in both onsite and offshore and this

phase is expected to complete by 07 Aug 15. There
are number of inter-related
enhancements, changes, UI
work and web development
pertaining to this engagement are also in progress.
Our annual maintenance &
service contracts with Coca
Cola ANZ, TWoA and Tonkin
& Taylor have been further
renewed.
We have also added Transdev Australia as a new client
for Microsoft SharePoint
work. Dynamics AX implementation work at Ports of
Auckland progressing well
and more work from Coca
Cola ANZ, TWoA and OAG
are in pipeline in next few
quarters.

Srinivas Patri
Executive Vice President
Our DNN implementation at
TWoA’s Tau Ora, a wellness
portal has won the supreme
award at the New Zealand
Workplace Health and Safety
Awards, 27 May 2015.
Our Hyderabad development
centre is directly working with
Gramener India, Total eBiz
Solutions Singapore, a leading
City Council in USA, and
Artesyn Embedded Technologies in various project engagements.

Service Delivery &

Implementations

Our Client Engagements, Products
and focus on Training and Development…
Indus Towers
Indus the largest telecom tower
service provider in the world
has opted for Oracle Communication Product Suite (OCBRM
7.5, OPA 10.4 and BIP) to meet
their billing requirements.
Covalense team was inducted
in the project when the complete program was already delayed and Indus was not happy
with the customization of scope
of solution. Our team reproposed the complete solution in 4 weeks and reduced the
customization scope from 60 %
to 30%.

The new Fiscal Year 2015 -16 saw a surge in demand for our skills,
competencies and services in the market. A number of new opportunities are in the line to take Covalense to the next stage of
growth. Some of our important client engagements, product development and continued focus on organisational training and development are highlighted here.
Krishna Talluri
VP Consulting & Services
Bahwan CyberTek
Covalense ventured into the Telematics
domain wherein our offshore team in a
crisp engagement with Bahwan
CyberTek, delivered the solution despite
requirements and time constraints. The
client is appreciative of our commitment
and is looking forward to an extended
engagement on the same project.
The product stack include ECE, PDC integrating with BRM. Our prior experience
played a vital part of our success.

YTL Malaysia

This implementation is the first
integration project of OCBRM
with OPA using the OBRM EM
manager and OPA’s Core Determination API as a generic solution.
Going forward, this solution will
be in “Asset Inventory” of the
System Integrator to re-use it
on need basis. Oracle Billing
Team have approved the solution and Indus has acknowledge
this as a significant achievement.

Koteshwara, one senior BRM consultants
contributed significantly to the GST implementation at YTL, Malaysia. Despite
time constraints and limited knowledge
transfer, he quickly adapted to the challenge and become the GO-TO person for
the project and ensured stability to the
production systems.

Telia Sonera, Sweden
The presence and earlier experience of
our team in this project has streamlined
and stabilized the implementation at
Telia Sonera and turnaround time in resolving issues.

Huawei Togo
Our BRM consultants Koti, Vinay and
Akshay worked tirelessly on complex
implementation modules from pricing &
rating point of view with heavy customizations and made the system live in the

first week of Feb 15. The challenges was
well handled and received accolades
from Huawei Togo.

Vodafone Hutchison Australia
Involving in one of the most complex
BRM implementations, Covalense BRM
specialists played a stellar role in bringing down the number of production issues and proactively participated in RCAs
to minimize production downtime and
streamline operations for over 6 months.

Spark New Zealand
Working under the banner, Tech Mahindra, our Siebel specialists Ankit, Chandradeep and Harshada have worked over
year in both architect and development
roles. Their contributions have been significant and both TechM and Spark are
extremely appreciative of their commitment levels and capabilities.

Oracle SSI
Covalense Siebel team is currently engaged on three large transformation and
upgrade projects with Oracle SSI. The
client is happy with Covalense’s service
and these engagements have high potential to extend over 2 years.

Other Engagements
SaskTel Canada, Mobily, Vodafone
Greece, Viva Bahrain and Accenture engagements have been successful, received appreciations and will continue to
grow stronger.

P ro d u c t

Development
cTAF

c-Harmony

cBI

Covalense Test Automation Framework (cTAF) – an open source based
product which is currently at an advanced stage of development, is a
work flow based test automation
framework to simplify end to end
testing of distributed systems. Intuit
Inc., a US based leading provider of
business and financial management
solutions is working with Covalense to
customize the product to address their
business needs based on their requirements and further enhancements to
deliver in the end product in next few
quarters.

Harmony/cIF, a SOA and open source
based, lightweight, low cost middleware product development from Covalense that has progressed from incubation to development phase including testing. A POC to integrate an on
premise product such as BRM with a
cloud-based product such as
Salesforce using c-Harmony has been
performed successfully. Due to latent
power of middleware, many customers have shown interest.

cBI, a cost effective open source BI
framework designed to establish supporting federated data sources across
industry domains. The current framework with self-service BI capability
supports telecom domain with precanned and ad-hoc reporting and can
showcase billing data into valuable
KPIs, reports and graphs such as AR,
Bad Debt and Price List Analysis
etc. The next enhancements of this
product is to have access reports &
graphs on mobile phones.

Tr a i n i n g &
Development
Certifications
Covalense continuously encourages employee certification in latest technologies.
Four more consultants got themselves certified in OBRM and OSM products last

Graduate Trainees
Our pilot program to hire fresh graduates and train rigorously on project based training in different product areas has
been paid dividends. Four graduate trainees, two each in CRM and BRM are currently working on client projects with good
feedback from clients. This initiative has been a success and Covalense will continue this program.

On the Job Training
We continuously invest in training and skill upgrade to junior software engineers through technical guidance and mentoring by senior technical architects. A full-fledged IT lab which has been setup with necessary infrastructure to facilitate the
upgrade and implementation of various POCs is helping this initiative and yielding tangible results.

Soft-skills Training
Niche consulting demands a high degree of technical expertise complimented by excellent soft skills. We recognise the
importance of overall personality development every team member which is critical to enhance the overall brand value of
Covalense as a niche consulting company. We have engaged external well trained internal trainers to impart soft skills
monitored by the HR teams. Our endeavour is to gradually increase number of batched trained in next few quarters.

Events

& Celebrations

Paul Psaila, CIO 9 Spokes welcomed by
MD during his visit to Covalense Hyderabad

Paul and Matt with
Covalense’s Project Team

Sreenivas Peesapati with
Covalense’s Project team in Bahrain

Our Contribution for
Nepal's Earthquake Relief

Covalense

MD and Srinivas Patri with Paul Psaila
and Matt Lightbourn

We presented a replica of Hyderabad’s
iconic Charminar to 9 Spokes!

Holi Celebration in Bangalore
Center

Covalense’s Cricket Team!

